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A size-dependent strain relaxation and its effects on the optical properties of InGaN/GaN multiple
quantum wells (QWs) in micro-pillars have been investigated through a combination of high spatial
resolution cathodoluminescence (CL) hyperspectral imaging and numerical modeling. The pillars
have diameters (d) ranging from 2 to 150 lm and were fabricated from a III-nitride light-emitting
diode (LED) structure optimized for yellow-green emission at 560 nm. The CL mapping enables us
to investigate strain relaxation in these pillars on a sub-micron scale and to confirm for the first time
that a narrow (2 lm) edge blue-shift occurs even for the large InGaN/GaN pillars (d > 10 lm). The
observed maximum blue-shift at the pillar edge exceeds 7 nm with respect to the pillar centre for the
pillars with diameters in the 2–16 lm range. For the smallest pillar (d ¼ 2 lm), the total blue-shift at
the edge is 17.5 nm including an 8.2 nm “global” blue-shift at the pillar centre in comparison with the
unetched wafer. By using a finite element method with a boundary condition taking account of a
strained GaN buffer layer which was neglected in previous simulation works, the strain distribution
in the QWs of these pillars was simulated as a function of pillar diameter. The blue-shift in the QWs
emission wavelength was then calculated from the strain-dependent changes in piezoelectric field,
and the consequent modification of transition energy in the QWs. The simulation and experimental
results agree well, confirming the necessity for considering the strained buffer layer in the strain
simulation. These results provide not only significant insights into the mechanism of strain
C 2012
relaxation in these micro-pillars but also practical guidance for design of micro/nano LEDs. V
American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4733335]
I. INTRODUCTION

III-nitride semiconductors, grown as epitaxial multilayers with the wurtzite crystal structure, have enabled major
recent advances in the technology of light-emitting diodes
(LEDs). A particular driving force for LED technology is its
applications in full-color displays and high-efficiency lighting. In the visible spectrum, InGaN-based quantum wells
(QWs) form the active regions of nitride LEDs. External
quantum efficiencies as high as 75% have been reported in
state-of-the-art blue LED devices.1 However, achieving high
quantum efficiencies becomes an increasing challenge at longer wavelengths.2 A critical factor for QWs grown in the
conventional polar (0001) orientation is the pseudomorphic
strain, and resulting large piezoelectric field, caused by the
11% difference in in-plane lattice parameters between GaN
and InN. This piezoelectric contribution to the polarization
field generates a larger quantum confined Stark effect
(QCSE) as the InN fraction in the QWs increases. Consequently, for nitride LEDs emitting in the green-red visible,
there is a progressive tendency for quantum efficiency to
decrease as the emission wavelength increases.
The strain giving rise to the QCSE may be fully or partly
relaxed in micro- or nano-scale GaN pillars, motivating a
a)
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number of previous luminescence-based studies on such
samples, usually focusing on photoluminescence results.3–12
The fabrication method has typically involved “top-down”
patterning by etching an initially planar epitaxial structure
containing InGaN/GaN QWs, although studies of directly
grown nano-columnar structures have also been reported.12
Correlations between spectroscopic results and numerical
simulations of strain relaxation in the QWs were included in
the reports by Yu et al.9 and Kawakami et al.10 The authors
of Ref. 9 employed an atomistic valence force field (VFF)
method for strain calculations. Meanwhile in Ref. 10, the finite element method (FEM), embodying macroscopic elastic
theory, was used. Analogous FEM calculations have proved
effective in simulating semiconductor nanostructures including self-organized GaN/AlN quantum dots,13 InAs quantum
dots14 and nanocolumnar GaN/AlGaN disks.15 However, in
choosing boundary conditions, previous authors have usually
just considered the local environment of the QWs while
neglecting the influence from other layers.9,10,13,15 This
assumption becomes increasingly inaccurate when the fill
factor of etched mesas (the ratio of mesa area to total sample
area) is very small and the height of the mesa is relatively
large. Moreover, the spatial resolution of the photoluminescence measurements used so far was limited by the size of
the beam spot. To the best of our knowledge, the highest resolutions achieved were 500 nm at room temperature and
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800 nm at 4.2 K.10 With such resolutions, it is not possible to
investigate the detailed strain relaxation process at a submicron scale and direct comparison between the experimental and simulation results is also hard to achieve. Clearly,
further improvement of spatial resolution and simulation accuracy will enable a much better understanding of the mechanism of strain relaxation in the micro-GaN pillars, which is
critically important to the design of novel micro/nano pixellated LED devices for a wide range of applications.4,16–19
This study focuses on the strain relaxation process in
micro-pillars fabricated from an LED wafer optimized for
emission at yellow-green wavelengths (560 nm). These
micro-pillars had a fixed height of 1.1 lm, and diameters systematically varied from 2 to 150 lm. High spatial resolution
cathodoluminescence (CL) hyperspectral imaging20,21 was
used to record spectrally resolved emission from the pillars
on a length scale of approximately 100 nm. The main phenomenon observed was the significant blue-shift in emission
wavelength and its detailed distribution caused by strain
relaxation in the QWs. For any individual micro-pillar, this
blue-shift increased with proximity to the mesa edge, reaching a maximum value of 9 nm for the smallest pillar. The
FEM method, explicitly including the GaN buffer layer and
substrate below the emissive QWs, was used to calculate the
strain distributions in these pillars as a function of mesa diameter. This information was in turn used to calculate the
blue-shift in the QWs emission.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The InGaN/GaN LED wafer was grown on c-plane
sapphire by metalorganic chemical vapor deposition. The
epitaxial structure is illustrated in Fig. 1(a), and comprised
the following functional layers: a 2 lm thick undoped
GaN buffer layer; a 2 lm thick n-type GaN layer; two In0.10
Ga0.90N QWs of 3 nm thickness with 10 nm GaN barrier
layers; six In0.25Ga0.75N QWs again of 3 nm thickness and
separated by 10 nm GaN barriers; and finally a 240 nm Mgdoped GaN layer. The first two QWs function as an electron
reservoir layer (ERL) for improving the carrier capture rate22
and mitigating the efficiency droop by reducing the overflow
of “hot electrons”.23 In the context of this study, their presence also gave an opportunity to compare the effect of strain
relaxation on QWs of different alloy compositions. The
micro-pillars were fabricated with diameters ranging from 2
to 150 lm in a configuration described previously.24 The top
p-GaN layer was firstly thinned down to 40 nm by inductively coupled plasma (ICP) etching. This step facilitated CL
measurements with high lateral resolution by reducing the
accelerating voltages needed to excite QW emission. A
300 nm thick silicon dioxide (SiO2) layer was then deposited
on the p-GaN by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition. The SiO2 layer was then patterned into an array of
micro-disks using photolithography followed by reactive ion
etching. Defined by the SiO2 mask, ICP etching was used to
fabricate micro-pillars with a height of 1.1 lm which is typical for a LED fabrication process. Prior to the CL measurements, the SiO2 mask was removed using a buffered
hydrofluoric acid solution.

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic sequence of functional layers in the LED epiwafers,
also showing the p-GaN layer removed to facilitate CL measurements and
(b) oblique-view SEM image of an InGaN/GaN micro-pillar with diameter
of 16 lm.

Room-temperature CL measurements were made using
a custom-built detection system installed on an FEI Sirion
200 ultrahigh-resolution Schottky field-emission scanning
electron microscope (SEM). The sample was inclined at 45
with respect to the electron beam and the luminescence was
collected by a Schwarzschild-type reflecting objective at a
right angle to the electron beam. The light was then coupled
directly to the entrance slit of a 1/8 m spectrograph using a
paraboloidal mirror and detected using a cooled electronmultiplying charge coupled device (EMCCD) detector.21 An
accelerating voltage of 5 kV and an electron beam current of
1.5 nA were used to limit the beam interaction volume (and
hence spatial resolution) to 100 nm. A full CL spectrum
was recorded at each point under a scanning beam, allowing
CL spectra and maps to be later extracted from the resultant
data cube. A significant advantage of this form of CL measurement over the conventional methods of monochromatic
imaging or fixed-point spectroscopy is that it allows shifts in
emission wavelength to be mapped.25 This advanced capability is indispensable for investigating the strain distributions in the micro-GaN/InGaN pillars.
The strain distributions in the micro-pillars were also
simulated using the ANSYS 11.0 commercial finite element
software package. In order to include the influences between
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TABLE I. Parameters used for different materials in the FEM simulations.
The lattice constants and elastic constants for GaN and InN are cited from
Ref. 28.
Materials
GaN
Sapphire
In0.1Ga0.9N
In0.25Ga0.75N

C11 (GPa) C12 (GPa) C13 (GPa) C33 (GPa) C44 (GPa) a (Å)
390
490
373.3
348.3

145
165.4
142
137.5

106
113
104.6
102.5

398
490
380.6
354.5

105
145.4
99.3
90.75

3.189
4.758
3.225
3.278

neighboring pillars, simulations were performed on 5  1
arrays of identically sized pillars. These arrays had a pitch
chosen to give a fill factor of 26%, corresponding to the average value for the repeating unit in the arrays of fabricated
pillars.24 The strain distribution calculated for the middle pillar was used to estimate the spectral shifts. The in-plane
strain isotropy for the (0001) growth orientation allowed the
simulation to be simplified to a two-dimensional case. All
the III-nitride layers shown in Fig. 1(a) were included in the
simulation, although the FEM model did not extend through
the full thickness of the sapphire substrate. Detailed analysis
of the wafer bowing predicts that a bending-free plane is at a
depth of 70 lm;26 we therefore included 80 lm thick sapphire in order to define a practical boundary condition. Pillar
sidewalls were left free from constraints. A strain variation
with epilayer thickness as shown in Ref. 27 was used for
estimating the residual strain in the GaN buffer layer below
the first ERL QW, which will be discussed in the next part in
more detail, while pseudomorphic growth was assumed for
all QWs. Based on the data from Ref. 28 and Vegard’s law
(linear interpolation), unstrained lattice parameters and elastic constants were calculated for the two relevant InxGa1xN
compositions. These calculated values are summarized in
Table I. Actual strain simulations for the InxGa1xN QWs
were performed by a thermoelastic method accommodated
within ANSYS.13,14 The piezoelectric polarization tensor was
then calculated by the “E-first” route preferred by Christmas
et al.29 Finally, by introducing the piezoelectric potential
into the one–dimensional Schrödinger equation, and neglecting the inbuilt p-n junction field and carrier screening effects,
the optical transition energy of the QW was calculated with
MATLAB software. In later discussion, the calculated transition
energies are compared with the measured QW emission
energies directly, i.e., the Stokes shift was assumed to be
constant. In this work, as the pillar sizes are in micro-scale,
the alteration of QW transition energies due to lateral quantum confinement, which was considered in certain nanopillar structures,7,9 can be neglected.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Fig. 1(b) shows an SEM image of a representative
InGaN/GaN micro-pillar, with a diameter of 16 lm. It can
be seen that the top surface of the pillar is smooth, but
shows occasional pits which are likely to have resulted from
ICP etching around structural defects. The sidewall is
almost perpendicular to the surrounding surface, with an inclination angle of about 85 . Fig. 2(a) shows typical CL
spectra extracted from the centre and edge of this pillar,

corresponding to the areas marked by squares in Fig. 2(b).
There are two emission peaks from the InGaN/GaN
multiple-quantum-well (MQW) layers visible in the CL
spectra, centered at 560 nm in the yellow-green and at
425 nm in the blue. The strong yellow-green emission originates from the In0.25Ga0.75N QWs, which is also the dominant emission in the electroluminescence (EL) spectrum of a
16 lm micro-pillar LED (l-LED) fabricated from the same
epiwafer (without thinning down the top p-GaN layer so as
to achieve good ohmic contact) as shown in the insert in Fig.
2(a). The blue luminescence in both CL and EL spectra is
emitted from the In0.10Ga0.90N ERL QWs. The EL spectrum
of l-LEDs at a low injection current of 1 mA (to exclude
thermal effects during the LED operation) is similar to the
CL emission. The main emission peak in EL shows a slightly
greater blue-shift than that we observed at the edge of pillars.
This may be due to the inhomogeneous indium distribution
in such a high indium content wafer or the differences in the
carrier screening and/or band filling effect between the two
excitation methods. Another difference between the measured CL and EL spectra is the relatively weaker blue emission observed in EL. This may be due to the heavy effective
mass and low mobility of holes in GaN which limit the
migration distance of holes. In contrast, the penetration depth
in CL measurements depends mainly on the acceleration
voltage used rather than the diffusion/drift length of carriers
which could result in a more pronounced CL signal from the
ERL QWs. A detailed study of l-LEDs fabricated by using
the same wafer has been reported recently.30
Unlike the area-integrated spectra of EL, CL is highly
spatially resolved, allowing high resolution hyperspectral
imaging to be carried out. As shown in Fig. 2(a), the yellowgreen emission from the edge (the black curve) shows a
blue-shift in emission wavelength and intensity enhancement
compared with that from the center (the red curve). There is
no comparable spectral shift or intensity enhancement for
the blue emission. The spectral shift and enhanced emission
can be largely attributed to the reduction of the QCSE by
partial strain relaxation. Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) show CL wavelength maps corresponding to the yellow-green QWs and
blue ERL QWs emissions respectively from this 16 lm pillar. These maps were extracted from CL hyperspectral
images with a scanning step size of 200 nm using nonlinear
least-squares peak fitting. Fig. 2(b) shows a clear blue-shift
ring around the pillar perimeter with a maximum shift value
of 7 nm relative to the centre. However, Fig. 2(c) shows no
corresponding blue-shift ring at the edge of the pillar in the
ERL emission. To further illustrate the variation of emission
wavelength, line-scans of the peak emission wavelengths in
the two spectral regions are plotted along a typical diameter
of the pillar as shown in Fig. 2(d). The longer wavelength
data highlight the blue-shifts reaching 7 nm within the 2 lm
region around the pillar edge. Wavelength fluctuations from
the mean of 3 nm peak-to-peak are seen in the centre area
of the pillar, and their non-systematic distribution suggests
that such fluctuations are from variations in indium nitride
fraction and/or other inhomogeneities in the yellow-green
QWs. This degree of intrinsic variation was considered in
choosing a threshold shift of 3 nm to define the blue-shifted
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FIG. 2. Various presentations of the spatially resolved CL characteristics of a 16-lm pillar: (a) typical spectra recorded from edge and center areas as marked
in part (b), the insert is the EL spectrum of a 16 lm l-LED measured at an injection current of 1 mA; (b) wavelength map in the yellow-green spectral region;
(c) wavelength map in the blue spectral region, corresponding to emission from the main QWs and ERL QWs; (d) variations of emission wavelength on along
representative pillar diameters as shown in parts (b) and (c).

zone whose spatial extent is analyzed in later discussion. The
line-scan data for the blue QW emission confirm that any
systematic blue-shift towards the pillar edge is indistinguishable from the fluctuation and thus constrain any such shift to
below 1–2 nm in magnitude.
It is notable that a blue-shift ring region of the yellowgreen QW emission at the edge of the pillar appears even
when the pillar diameter is larger than 10 lm. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first observation of such a blueshift and its ring shape distribution in the large pillars, made
possible by the high-resolution CL mapping technique. Our
measurements also confirmed that the blue-shift in the blue
QWs emission is too small to be observed due to the lower
lattice mismatch between the active layers and barriers,
which is consistent with our previous research.4
Fig. 3 shows the simulated in-plane compressive strain
distribution (i.e., the exx, a component of the strain tensor) at
the edge of a pillar with a diameter of 16 lm. The colourcoded range of the in-plane strain as per the key in the figure
has been set to highlight the strain variations in the six
In0.25Ga0.75N/GaN QWs. The two underlying ERL QWs and
the surrounding GaN are shown in gray, as the strain in these
regions is outside the color-coded range (less compressive
strain in low InN fraction QWs and tensile strain in GaN
layers). The simulation reveals that exx is reduced by up to

12.5% from 2.71  102 at the centre to 2.37  102 at
the pillar edge for the In0.25Ga0.75N QWs. This change in
strain corresponds to an average blue-shift in the transition
wavelength of 7.4 nm, which agrees well with the experimental result shown in Fig. 2(d). The simulation also confirmed that the strain remains almost unchanged in the
central 75% area of the pillar. Compared with the initial
strain in the as-grown yellow-green QWs (2.72  102,
which was calculated from stain-free lattice constants)
caused by lattice mismatch, the maximum compressive strain
in the pillar centre is also reduced, corresponding to a calculated global blue-shift of 1.3 nm. The calculated width of the
blue-shifted (Dk > 3 nm) region at the pillar edge is around
1 lm, which is slightly smaller than the average result
observed by CL mapping. This may be due to the uncertain
residual strain induced in the GaN buffer layer and will be
discussed later. For the two lower ERL In0.1Ga0.9N QWs
(not colored in Fig. 3), similar phenomena are observed. The
in-plane strain is reduced up to 16.5% at the pillar edge and
the maximum strain at the pillar centre is also slightly
relaxed by the micro-patterning. However, the corresponding
blue-shift of ERL QWs emission is less than 2 nm on average, which is hardly resolvable against the background fluctuation in CL maps. Therefore, we will mainly focus on the
strain relaxation in high indium content QWs.
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FIG. 3. The simulated in-plane strain (exx) distribution
at the edge of an InGaN/GaN MQW micro-pillar with a
diameter of 16 lm.

In addition to the 16 lm pillar, CL measurements and simulations were also extended to a series of pillars with diameters
from 2 to 150 lm. The black data points in Fig. 4 show the
trends observed in maximum blue-shift at the pillar edge relative to the pillar centre [Fig. 4(a)], the width of the blue-shift
ring region (defined by Dk > 3 nm, as above) [Fig. 4(b)], the ratio of this blue-shift ring region to the whole pillar area [Fig.
4(c)], and the global blue-shift observed at the pillar centre relative to non-patterned epiwafer [Fig. 4(d)] as a function of pillar

diameter for the yellow-green QWs. The red data points show
corresponding simulation results. All measured data points
plotted in Fig. 4 were derived by averaging 10 line-scans across
a pillar diameter, as previously illustrated in Fig. 2(d). As
shown in Fig. 4(a), the magnitude of the measured maximum
shift decreases from 9.3 nm to 5.6 nm as the pillar diameters
increases from 2 to 150 lm, becoming almost constant (around
6 nm) for pillar diameters in excess of 30 lm. In Fig. 4(b), the
width of the Dk > 3 nm blue-shift ring region at the pillar edge

FIG. 4. Experimental and simulated values for spectral shift parameters as a function of pillar diameter: (a) the maximum blue-shift of the emission wavelength at the pillar edge relative to pillar centre; (b) the width of the blue-shift ring region; (c) the ratio of the blue-shift ring region to whole pillar area; and (d)
the global blue-shift of the emission wavelength at the pillar centre. All lines are guides to the eye.
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is observed to reach a maximum value of 2.2 lm for a 20 lm
pillar. However, as shown in Fig. 4(c), the proportion of this
area decreases continuously as the pillar diameter increases,
from 86% at 2 lm to only 3% at 150 lm. These results confirmed that for the smaller micro-pillars studied, the majority of
the volume is significantly strain relaxed, and there is a strong
gradient in the strain relaxation towards the edge. Fig. 4(d)
shows the global blue-shift of the emission wavelength, meaning the blue-shift at the pillar centre relative to the as-grown
epiwafer. This global blue-shift decreases with increasing pillar
diameter, starting from a value of 8.2 nm for the 2 lm pillar. It
can be seen that over 30 lm, the decrease of this global blueshift of emission wavelength becomes slow and a zero global
blue-shift is observed for the largest (150 lm) pillar. Clearly,
these CL measurements indicate that the strain relaxation
becomes dominant when the pillar size is less than 30 lm. This
information provides an important guideline for designing high
efficiency micro-LEDs.
The red points in the Fig. 4 group show simulated values
for the various parameters discussed above. For these simulations, the small contribution of strain dependent changes in
Stokes shift was not considered.6,31 Clearly, the trends of the
experimental and simulated results are nearly the same. In
Fig. 4(a), the maximum blue-shift values measured agree
very well with the simulation results for the smaller pillars,
while only a slight difference is observed when the pillar diameter is larger than 16 lm. This suggests that our data collection and processing methods aimed at achieving high
lateral resolution have successfully met the challenges of
wavelength shift measurements on the smaller pillars
imposed by intrinsic QW inhomogeneities and the strain gradients close to the pillar sidewalls. Nevertheless, as shown in
Fig. 4, some differences between the measured and simulated values were observed. A possible explanation for these
differences is that the fill factors are slightly different for the
fabricated micro-pillar arrays and for the simulation model.
The fit for the smaller pillars would be improved by performing the simulations with smaller fill factors, which would
give larger global strain relaxations and wider blue-shifted
regions. Another relevant factor is the strain value assumed
in the GaN buffer layer immediately below the first ERL
QW. The in-plane compressive strain used in our simulation
was 1.34  103, which was interpolated from the experimental value reported in Ref. 27. Although this strain is one
order smaller than the ones in the QWs, it significantly influences the strain transfer and distribution in the whole wafer,
which has been confirmed by repeating the simulation with a
series of different assumed strain values. While not increasing the magnitude of the blue-shift at the edge of the pillar,
lowering the strain in the buffer GaN widens the blue-shift
area and increases the global blue-shift of the pillars, giving
better agreement with our experimental CL results.
Compared with the previous relevant studies,9,10 our
work demonstrates that the strain relaxation in these micropillars is strongly location dependent. The strain relaxations
at the pillar centre and edge are dramatically different, resulting in two blue-shifts, i.e., the maximum blue-shift at the
pillar edge and the global blue-shift at the pillar centre
as illustrated in Figs. 4(a) and 4(d). For a 2 lm pillar, the
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blue-shift at the pillar edge is as high as 17.5 nm relative to a
non-patterned epiwafer. This value agrees well with the
results shown in Ref. 10. Furthermore, compared with the
previous fluorescence microscope images, our high resolution CL hyperspectral imaging reveals a much more detailed
emission wavelength distribution in these micro-pillars and
thus enables us to investigate the local strain relaxations. Our
detailed analysis of CL maps shows there is a broad ring
shape strain relaxation region at the pillar edge of all the pillars investigated. This ring shape region had previously only
been observed in smaller (<2 lm) pillars.10 It is considered
that the pillar’s overall PL and/or EL spectrum is determined
by the ratio of this ring region to the whole pillar area.
Additionally, in our simulation model, the strains in the
areas outside micro-pillars were considered. We also took
account of not only the strain induced from lattice mismatch
in the active region but also the residual strain in GaN buffer
layer. Furthermore, in the model, both compressive strain in
QWs and whole wafer bending were considered at the same
time. By these improvements, the calculated blue-shifts
agreed well with the values obtained by CL measurements.
IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the high resolution CL hyperspectral imaging technique has been used to investigate the strain relaxation in InGaN/GaN MQW micro-pillars with diameters
ranging from 2 to 150 lm. The epitaxial MQW material
studied was optimized for fabricating LEDs emitting in the
yellow-green and included electron reservoir layers. These
CL maps measured the detailed distributions in the QW
emission wavelength attributable to changes in strain, as
well as to intrinsic QW inhomogeneities. Peak emission
wavelengths as a function of position have been calculated
using finite element strain simulations and solution of the
Schrödinger equation with appropriately chosen piezoelectric fields. The significant blue-shifts observed at the edge of
the pillars are due to the partial relaxation of compressive
strain in the QWs. This blue-shift and its ring shape distribution could be observed even when the pillar diameter is
larger than 30 lm. With decreasing pillar size, the maximum
blue-shift at the pillar edge and the ratio of this maximum
blue-shift region to the whole pillar area, are both increased.
Moreover, a significant global blue-shift persisting to the pillar centre is also observed for the small pillars. Simulated
spectral shifts agree well with the experimental CL results
when the strained nature of the GaN buffer layer is taken
account. No previous studies, to our knowledge, have
reported the comparisons between simulated spectral shifts
and experimental measurements for such a wide range of pillar diameters. The results of this study are directly relevant
to the further technological development of micro/nano-LED
array devices, in particular predicting significant effects
from strain relaxation for LED diameters below 30 lm.
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